
Magmo Pro Takes the Phone Call Recording
Experience to the Next Level with its Auto-
Recording Feature

Magmo Pro: Automatic Call Recorder for iPhone

Designed to simplify and streamline the

recording process, Magmo Pro allows

users to effortlessly capture both

incoming and outgoing calls without any

hassle.

SEOUL, SOUTH KOREA, June 6, 2023

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Gone are the

days of fumbling with recording

applications or clunky devices. With

Magmo Pro's auto-recording mode,

users can set their preferences within

the supporting application and let the

Magmo Pro handle the rest. Simply activate the auto-recording setting and every phone call will

be automatically recorded ensuring that no important conversation goes unnoticed.

One of the standout features of Magmo Pro is its seamless integration with the iPhone. Once a

call is recorded, users can instantly access their recordings directly on their iPhones with no

additional steps required. Say goodbye to tedious file transfers or complex synchronization

processes – Magmo Pro delivers convenience right at your fingertips.

The Magmo Pro app provides users with a user-friendly interface for managing their recordings.

Recordings are saved automatically in chronological order each with their unique file title. Users

can also playback, delete, and share their recorded calls directly within the app, making it easy to

go back and organize their recordings. Additionally, Magmo Pro has a storage capacity of 32GB

and an enhanced battery capacity of 500 mAh.

Call recording has a ton of practical uses and great benefits. With Magmo Pro, capturing and

preserving important conversations has never been easier. Whether it's interviews, business

negotiations, or personal calls, you can ensure precise documentation with this new iPhone

accessory. These recordings serve as valuable references for reviewing critical details, settling

disputes, or archiving essential information.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/magmo/magmo-pro-automatic-call-recorder-for-iphone


Mune Corporation is excited to announce the upcoming launch of its Kickstarter campaign for

Magmo Pro, scheduled for June 6th. This campaign will provide an opportunity for supporters to

get their hands on this new phone call recording solution at special discounted prices. 

For more information about Magmo Pro and to stay updated, visit their Kickstarter campaign

page and follow them on Facebook, Instagram, and Youtube.
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